INTRODUCTION
Text streams are ubiquitous in data processing and knowledge discovery workflows. Their analysis and summarization is difficult because of their unstructured nature, sparsity of the canonical bag-of-words representation, the massive scale of web-scale text streams like Twitter and Yelp Reviews, and the noise present due to word variations from misspellings, dialects, and slang.
Topic modeling is a mixed-membership model used to summarize a corpus of text documents using a set of latent topics, where each topic is a sparse distribution on words. However, traditional topic modeling methods like Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) are too slow for analyzing web-scale text streams, and also assume that there is no concept drift in the topics being learned over time. Variations like Online LDA [1] , Dynamic Topic Models [2] , and Topics over Time [3] relax the assumption that there is no concept drift in the learned topics with time, but make strong assumptions about the smooth evolution of topics with time, making them poor models of the "bursty" dynamics that are often observed as new topics appear [4] .
In this paper, we propose Semantic Scan (SS) which was developed to overcome these shortcomings in the scalable detection of spatially localized emerging topics in text streams.
SS is a novel framework for detecting anomalous patterns in spatio-temporal free text data. It integrates contrastive topic modeling with online document assignment and principled likelihood ratio-based spatial scanning to identify emerging events with unexpected patterns of keywords hidden in text streams, thus enabling more timely and accurate detection and characterization of anomalous, spatially compact outbreaks. There is no need for manual intervention, labeled training data, or expensive data preprocessing, as SS robustly handles noisy data complete with uncommon phrases, misspellings, and incorrect entries.
We compare our method with three state-of-the-art methods -Topics over Time [3] , Online LDA [1] , and Labeled LDA [5] -to prove the effectiveness and efficiency of our methods. We carry out the comparison on two real-world detection tasks. The first is a disease surveillance task based on monitoring free-text Emergency Department chief complaints in Allegheny County. The second is the task of detecting emerging business trends based on Yelp reviews. On both tasks, SS enables significant improvement in detection time and the percentage of events detected while incurring a fraction of running time compared to competing methods.
Stakeholders using an algorithm need not only the ability to detect an event but also precisely characterize the nature and scope of the event. We test the ability of SS to characterize the emerging event using three metrics: (i) Hellinger distance between the detected emerging topic and the empirical distribution of words in the documents known to contain the emerging topic, (ii) Spatial Overlap -the Jaccard similarity between the set of truly affected locations and the set of locations that were detected to be affected, and (iii) Document Overlap -the Jaccard similarity between the set of documents containing the true emerging topic and the set of documents that were detected to contain the detected emerging topic. We find that SS performs better than competing approaches in event characterization, and therefore serves as a useful tool in the event detection and characterization toolkit.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Both spatial scan statistics and topic models are popular machine learning methods for identifying structure in data. Spatial scan aims to discern anomalous patterns within spatially and temporally located data, determining if portions of the dataset cannot be explained by an underlying, baseline process and therefore may be of potential interest. Topic models attempt to discover latent mixtures of topics (where each topic is a probability distribution over words) that describe a corpus of unstructured text data. While extensions to topic models have incorporated spatial and temporal information, no work has been done to detect anomalous spatio-temporal regions using topic models. Likewise, spatial scan statistics have been extended to a variety of data types, but have not previously been able to deal with unstructured free text data. Finally, as compared to previous dynamic and online LDA approaches, which assume that topics evolve smoothly over time, our contrastive topic modeling approach is much more effective for detecting newly emerging topics and their corresponding, spatially localized events.
Spatial Scan Statistics
The spatial scan statistic [6] is a powerful method for spa-tial event surveillance which detects anomalous spatial or space-time clusters that are not well explained by a baseline process. An extension of scan statistics [7] , which attempt to determine if a point process is random, spatial scan statistics are frequently used by the public health community for detecting spatial clusters of diseases such as breast cancer [8] , leukemia [9] , and West Nile virus [10] . They have also been broadly applied to other structured space-time data in tasks such as crime detection [11] .
Kulldorff's spatial scan [6, 12] searches over geographic areas consisting of circles of varying radii centered at each of the monitored spatial locations. Over this set of regions, it maximizes a likelihood ratio statistic that compares the observed count to the expected count i.e. the baseline, where baselines are estimated from population data or from time series analysis of historical data [13] . This approach has been extended to other spatial areas such as rectangles [14] , ellipses [15] , and irregularly shaped regions [16, 17, 18] , and has been generalized to "subset scan", which enables the efficient identification of anomalous subsets in more general datasets with spatial, temporal, or graph constraints [19] .
Spatial scan statistics typically monitor a set of known spatial locations, {s1 . . . sN }, where each location si has a time series of observed counts c t i and a time series of expected counts b t i . They scan over the set of space-time regions S consisting of spatially constrained subsets of locations S spatial ⊆ {s1 . . . sN } for time durations W ∈ {1 . . . Wmax}, and maximize a likelihood ratio statistic F (S), where:
In this equation, the alternative hypothesis H1(S) typically assumes a multiplicative increase in counts c t i for the given space-time region S, while the null hypothesis assumes that all counts c t i are generated from some distribution with means proportional to b t i . Here we use the expectation-based Poisson scan statistic [13] , commonly used to model count data, which assumes that c t i ∼ Poisson(b t i ) under H0, while under H1(S), we have c t i ∼ Poisson(qb t i ) for si ∈ S for some constant q > 1. Assuming the maximum likelihood estimate of q, the log-likelihood ratio simplifies to:
where C and B are respectively the aggregate count c t i and aggregate baseline b t i for space-time region S. While this formulation focuses on detecting regions with higher than expected counts, many other variants exist for identifying decreased counts, higher counts inside the region versus outside [6] , or incorporating other parametric models such as Gaussian or exponential counts [19] .
Topic Modeling
Topic modeling is a popular set of methods for dealing with unstructured data and free text. In general, topic modeling algorithms attempt to fit a latent mixture of thematic topics to each individual document in a corpus. Each topic is a distribution over words in the corpus, and each document is represented as a mixture of these topics. Given a corpus of documents with only observed words, topic modeling algorithms attempt to learn the posterior distribution over words for each topic and over topics for each document.
One of the most well-known topic models, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), has become commonly used for unsupervised text corpus modeling [20] . Topic models enhance text classification by allowing multiple topics to exist within a document, and by allowing words to have a probabilistically assigned likelihood of being generated from a specific topic.
LDA models a corpus of documents d = 1 . . . D, each with a potentially different number of words N d , from a vocabulary V . The model assumes a generative process for a corpus where each document d has a mixture of topics, represented as a multinomial distribution θ d . Each word i in the document has an individual topic assignment z di = k, and then a word w di is drawn from the vocabulary V using the multinomial distribution over words φ k for the selected topic.
Attempting to modify LDA to account for topic shift over time is an active area of research. Dynamic Topic Models [2] allow the Dirichlet hyperparameters α and β, for θ and φ respectively, to vary over time using a Markov assumption with Gaussian noise. This allows the topics at each time t to "smoothly" evolve from the previous topics at time t − 1. Continuous time dynamic topic models [21] remove the assumption of discrete time steps by using Brownian motion. The evolution of the hyperparameters allows the same topics to evolve over time; this differs from our approach described below, as we do not let topics evolve, but instead identify newly emerging topics. In contrast to the previous methods, Topics Over Time [3] is a method where the topics are fixed but the topics' relative occurrences and correlations change over time. Similarly, [22] modifies the basic LDA model to allow topic mixtures, θ, to vary over time according to a Markov assumption, but keeps φ, α, and β constant over time. Again these methods differ from ours as they do not allow for new topics, the key aspect of our anomalous pattern detection framework. SATM [23] extends topic models to use a temporal ordering of topics by learning a random topic initialization at t0 and then allowing each time step to be based upon the previous slice similar to [2] . Finally, the multiscale dynamic topic model [24] allows φ, the distribution of words in a topic, to vary over time slices. Here, topics are influenced through the Dirichlet hyperparameter which is adapted from a weighted sum of the empirical distributions of words at different time scales. The unifying factor in time variant topic models is that topics gradually change over time and smoothly evolve. Little work has been done on detecting newly emerging topics, which is the primary focus of our novel topic modeling approach.
Labeled LDA [5] is a closely related supervised topic model which can be adapted to the task of emerging topic detection by enforcing the constraint that background documents can contain only a subset of all topics known as background topics, while the foreground documents are allowed to contain background as well as foreground topics. Labeled LDA does not attempt to learn foreground topics that contrast with the background topics. Our experimental results below demonstrate that our proposed contrastive topic modeling approach much more accurately captures an emerging topic of interest as compared to Labeled LDA.
Our work is also related to the "burst" modeling approach in [25] . However, modeling term bursts cannot effectively detect a new event when it appears as a new co-occurrence of already popular terms affecting a small set of locations.
Topic models have also been extended to incorporate geographical information, and these methods have been applied to social media data for two primary purposes: 1) investigating regional variations in trending topics, language use, etc., and 2) predicting geographic locations of documents. Eisenstein et al. [26] extend topic models by introducing a latent "region" variable into the graphical model so that K topics are learned for each region. Yin et al. [27] focus on how to compare the identified topics across different regions, and Hong et al. [28] show a computationally efficient way to represent both users and geographical areas using sparse modeling techniques. In general, these methods focus on training predictive models that are specific to individual areas but do not change over time, as opposed to our work which focuses on detecting emerging changes in an area. We note that the subset of locations affected by an emerging event may not correspond well to the partitions learned from background data when no events are occurring, and thus the latent region variable may not effectively capture events of interest.
METHODOLOGY
Semantic Scan (SS) integrates a novel contrastive LDA model with spatial scan statistics to incorporate unstructured text data into a spatial event detection framework.
The key assumption in doing so is that a novel event of interest will generate text documents which are similar to each other, yet different from the remainder of the corpus, in their co-occurrences of terms; note that the individual terms may appear elsewhere in the corpus in other contexts. This can be thought of as a noisy-channel model where the true data stream of interest (consisting of all and only those documents corresponding to the novel event) has been obfuscated through the use of natural language such that it no longer exhibits an explicit, observable, expert label. However, under the assumption above, the labels can be approximately recovered through the use of a novel contrastive topic modeling approach, which we describe shortly. For example, in disease surveillance, each topic represents a class of diseases with similar symptoms. Each disease case is described by a patient to a health care provider and transcribed, introducing errors, abbreviations, and other variability, but the patterns of keywords in these descriptions can be used to group cases and thus provide useful structure for detection of anomalous trends. Once the data is structured, spatial scan methods represent the state-of-the-art in terms of incorporating spatial and temporal data to identify emerging space-time patterns, which is important since we expect the event of interest to be localized in space and time as well as generating text data which forms a novel and coherent topic.
Thus our general Semantic Scan framework consists of three main steps: (i) Two sets of topics -background topics φ k , k ∈ {1 . . . K}, and foreground topics φ k , k ∈ {1 . . . K }, are learned from the data. Each topic represents a sparse probability distribution over words in the vocabulary. (ii) We perform online assignment of each individual document to the most likely topic, using a robust assignment method similar to expectation maximization (EM). (iii) We perform spatial scanning, identifying spatial regions that have a significantly higher than expected number of recent cases assigned to some foreground topic. We now provide details on the contrastive topic model used to learn topics within the Semantic Scan framework, and then describe our methods for online topic assignment and spatial scanning.
Contrastive Topic Model
We now describe our novel contrastive topic model, which builds on Latent Dirichlet Allocation [20] but is specifically designed to detect anomalous, newly emerging topics. We note that while the last step of the Semantic Scan framework, spatial scanning, incorporates both spatial and temporal information, the initial topic modeling step does not use the spatial information, fitting the topic model using documents from all locations for a given time frame. Given that it is unknown whether an event is occurring, and that the subset of locations affected is uncertain, incorporating spatial information is difficult in this setting. Learning individual topic models for each spatial location suffers from both increased computation time and data sparsity issues, overfitting topics to underlying noise using a very small number of documents. Similarly, learning topic models for each potentially affected subset is computationally infeasible, thus motivating our proposed approach. Also, since exact inference in the LDA model is intractable, our LDA implementation uses a collapsed Gibbs sampler to perform approximate inference as in [29] . In addition to computational efficiency, this approach extendes more easily to the contrastive topic model described below, as compared to alternatives such as variational inference.
Contrastive Topic Modeling consists of three steps: (i) In the background phase, it first learns a set of K background topics using the corpus of historical training data. Once learned, these topics can be reused across many days of detection until a new emerging event is detected. (ii) In the first step of detection phase, it considers a moving window of X days (X = 3 in our implementations) and learns a separate set of K foreground topics using only documents from the moving window, using a standard LDA topic model. (iii) In the second step of detection phase, it now considers the combined set of all (K + K ) topics and refits the model as shown in the bottom panel of Figure 1 . When the K topics are first learned, they can overlap significantly with the K background topics, because the foreground documents in the moving window contain both background topics φ and foreground topics φ . By refitting the model φ after introducing the fixed background topics φ, the foreground topics φ are forced to align with emerging topics in the foreground documents. This is because the background component of foreground documents is explained by and attributed to the background topics in the modified Gibbs sampling procedure (Algorithm 1).
The key difference is that the K background topics are treated as fixed for this inference step, and thus the distribution over words φ k for each background topic is treated as an observed variable in the graphical model. The distribution over words φ k for each of the K foreground topics is allowed to vary, as is the distribution θ d over the K + K topics for each foreground document d. This has the effect of pushing the foreground topics toward capturing distributions over words in the current data that are not well modeled by the fixed, background topics, thus allowing the contrastive topic model to learn a new set of topics that better model novel emerging events. While some of the re-fitted foreground topics may capture noise or other irrelevant patterns in the data, we expect that novel patterns of interest will also be captured, and then the spatial scanning step will distinguish "signal" from "noise" topics. Our experimental results, discussed in detail below, show that this approach produces Figure 1 : Semantic Scan Topic Model. A set of K topics are learned using historical data and K topics are learned using current data. Semantic Scan then re-fits the K foreground topics using the combined set of K + K topics, where φ k are fixed for all background topics, treating these as observed variables.
topics which much more precisely capture novel events, increasing signal strength and therefore detection power, as compared to state-of-the-art competing approaches, which also include irrelevant terms and documents in the learned topics.
We note that the contrastive topic model with both background and foreground topics is no longer equivalent to LDA, as it contains fixed observable distributions of topics which impact the posterior inference. This required modification of the collapsed Gibbs sampler (Algorithm 1). First, the Gibbs sampler is initialized by assigning a topic z di = k to each word w di of each document d. Instead of drawing these initial topic assignments uniformly at random, we use the distributions over words φ k that were learned for the K background and K foreground topics in the first two steps of the contrastive topic modeling method described before. We assign word w di to topic k with probability proportional to φ (w di ) k , the component of topic k's distribution over words for the given word w di . Based on this initial assignment of words to topics, we update the foreground topics, computing new values of φ (w) k , the probability of each word in the vocabulary given topic k:
where n (w) k is the number of assignments of term w to topic k, n (.) k is the number of assignments of all terms to topic k, β is the Dirichlet hyperparameter for φ, and |V | is vocabulary size. Similarly, we compute new values of θ (k) d , the probability of each (background or foreground) topic given document d:
where n
is the number of assignments of words in document d to topic k, n (.) d is the number of assignments of words in document d to all topics, α is the Dirichlet hyperparameter for θ, and K + K is the number of topics. Sampling proceeds as usual, except that the φ k distributions for all background topics remain fixed throughout the inference process, and are not changed when sampling the topic assignments.
We note that the contrastive topic model is designed to be very different than other topic modeling methods with timevarying topics: our method biases the emerging foreground topics to be contrastively different from existing topics, under the assumption that such topics will be most useful for novel event detection. As discussed before, previous methods instead aim for a smooth evolution of topics over time, capturing trends in the current set of topics rather than identifying entirely new topics.
Online Topic Assignment
Online inference for new documents in topic models is a non-trivial problem, and is of increased importance in the spatial event detection framework as the signal of interest can be lost due to poorly chosen topic assignments. From a surveillance perspective, the most interesting aspects of a dataset can have a very low probability of occurrence, and thus dimensionality reduction techniques such as LDA can drown out the subtle, spatially localized signal. We discuss above how the overall LDA procedure can be modified to focus on infrequent, newly emerging patterns, but even once the set of topics is learned, this problem reoccurs when assigning documents to topics. We note that the corpus of foreground documents on which the topic models are learned does not include all cases needed to compute counts and baselines for spatial scanning, so we cannot just use the θ d distributions learned while performing topic modeling.
We examined common online assignment methods such as Gibbs sampling, but found that the combination of low term frequencies (for the novel terms of particular interest) and short document lengths caused the initial random assignments of words to topics to have a profound impact. In particular, for short documents, Gibbs sampling may assign identical or nearly identical documents to different topics rather than grouping all of these into the same topic, resulting in a diluted signal and lower detection power. Other common methods, such as summing the probabilities for a given topic over all words in the document, and then taking the maximum over topics, also did not perform well. Summing probabilities tends to emphasize commonly occurring words (which may have high probabilities for multiple topics) even when these are not especially relevant. On the other hand, multiplying probabilities tends to emphasize very rare words with small probabilities, and tends to be unduly influenced by misspellings and other rare but irrelevant words. Thus we developed a method inspired by expectation-maximization (Algorithm 2), and used this method to compute the assignment of documents to topics.
Given the distributions over words φ k for each topic k, this algorithm assigns entire documents to topics, and can be performed independently for each document. In Algorithm 2, φ is the proportion of topic k in the topic mixture for document d. θ d is initialized uniformly for each document since that document may not have been seen previously and no prior knowledge is assumed. Also, we note that this assignment of documents to topics is performed after we have learned the distribution over words φ k for each topic k. Unlike other online algorithms, we do not allow the topics to vary during the assignment phase: methods that allow topics to vary have a smoothing effect which can drown out the signal that we are trying to find. Also, topic assignment is deterministic for each document, rather than dependent on random initializations, so identical documents will always be assigned to the same topic. This is important to avoid diluting the signal of interest in the spatial scan step below. We use this online document assignment approach to classify all documents in the moving detection window (Wmax = 3 days for our experiments) and the preceding 30 days, which are used to estimate the expected counts used in the spatial scanning step below. We note that each document is assigned to either a foreground or background topic, but we perform the spatial scan over foreground topics only, thus ignoring any document assigned to a background topic.
Spatial Scanning
Once each document has been assigned to one of the K +K topics, we can perform a spatial scan by first computing the aggregate count (number of documents assigned to that topic) c t i,k for each spatial location (zipcode) si for each foreground topic k for each day t. We then compute the expected counts i.e. baselines b t i,k for each location, foreground topic, and day, using a 30-day moving average. Finally, for each foreground topic k, we scan over all spatio-temporal regions S = S spatial × S temporal , where S spatial is a circular spatial region consisting of some center location si and its n-nearest neighbors in Euclidean distance (for all locations si and all n ∈ {1 . . . nmax}), and S temporal is a temporal window consisting of the most recent W days (for all W ∈ {1 . . . Wmax}). For each such spatio-temporal region S, with corresponding aggregate count C(S) and aggregate baseline B(S), we compute the log-likelihood ratio F (S) using the expectation-based Poisson scan statistic defined in equation (2) . We evaluate all combinations of space-time region and topic, and return the highest scoring space-time region S with its associated score F (S) and topic k. There are N · nmax circular spatial regions to consider, where N is the number of locations and nmax is the maximum neighborhood size. For each spatial region, we must consider Wmax time durations and K foreground topics, for a total complexity of O(N · nmax · Wmax · K ) for the spatial scan step. In our ED experiments and Yelp experiments below, we had N = 97 and N = 58 locations respectively, and we used K = 25 background topics and K = 25 foreground topics for both experiments. Randomization testing can be used to test for statistically significant clusters, correctly adjusting for multiple hypothesis testing, as in [6] .
EXPERIMENTS
We compared Semantic Scan to three alternative state-ofthe-art methods such as Topics over Time, Online LDA, and Labeled LDA on two real-world tasks: (i) a disease surveillance task monitoring free-text Emergency Department chief complaints in Allegheny County, and (ii) an emerging business trend detection task based on Yelp reviews. The four methods we compared are as follows:
• Semantic Scan (SS): We used a 3 day moving window for detection, K = 25 background topics, and K = 25 foreground topics. Typical hyperparameter values α = 1 K+K and β = 1 |V | were used, where |V | is the vocabulary size.
• Topics over Time (ToT) [3] : Since SS learns 50 total topics (K = 25, K = 25), detects events with a 3-day moving window and uses the past 30 days to calculate expected counts for spatial scanning, we ran a comparable detection with ToT by using a moving window of 33 days and learning 50 topics in each window, using hyperparameters as described in [3] .
• Online LDA (OLDA) [1] : We ran OLDA with a similar detection window of 33 days, learning 50 topics in each window. We set the OLDA hyperparameter κ, which controls the rate at which topics being learned in an online fashion are updated, to 0.9.
• Labeled LDA (LLDA) [5] : In order to provide appropriate supervision to Labeled LDA, we assigned labels 1, 2 . . . , K to background documents and 1, 2 . . . , K +K to foreground documents. This implies that we constrained background documents to contain only the K = 25 background topics, and allowed foreground documents to contain both the K = 25 background as well as the K = 25 foreground topics.
We implemented SS, ToT, and Labeled LDA in Python, and used the publicly available Python implementation of OLDA in our comparisons.
After the topics are learned, the online document assignment and spatial scanning steps for the competing approaches are identical to SS. The first 30 days of the window were used for calculating expected counts, while the last 3 days were used for event detection. We note that a circular spatial scan [6] , using a 30-day moving average to estimate expected counts and a maximum neighborhood size nmax = 30, was used for all methods. We expect the circular scan to have high detection power for compact spatial clusters, while alternative approaches such as the fast subset scan [19] would have higher power to detect highly elongated or irregular clusters. Similarly, more complex time series analysis methods could be incorporated to account for seasonal and day of week trends, time-varying covariates, etc. These alternative scan approaches and time series analysis methods could be easily plugged into the semantic scan framework.
ED Dataset
The first dataset we use is a de-identified spatio-temporal dataset of hospital Emergency Department (ED) data collected from ten Allegheny County, Pennsylvania hospitals from January 1, 2003 to December 31, 2005. The dataset consisted of ∼340K records of individual ED visits, each of which contained four attributes: admission date, home zipcode, chief complaint, and International Classification of Diseases-9th Edition (ICD-9) code. They appear similar to the records given in Table 1 . The first three attributes are populated upon a patient's admittance to the ED, while ICD-9 code is generally not populated until the patient's discharge. We use this attributes for evaluation and comparison purposes only. The "Chief Complaint" field of the dataset is a free-text field recorded by a triage nurse upon a patient's admittance to the ED. Chief complaints are generally short (a few words or a phrase, such as "pain in rt arm"), have little grammatical structure and minimal standardization across records, and are very noisy, with frequent misspellings and inconsistent use of terms and abbreviations. The entries in the "ICD-9" field of the dataset are standardized codes used to manually classify diseases and ailments into specific groups. They are primarily used for billing purposes in the United States; we use these for our leave-one-out evaluation strategy.
We split the dataset into the background documents from 2003 which are used to learn background topics, and foreground documents from 2004-2005 which are used for the detection. We created 10 event outbreaks for each of the 10 most frequent ICD-9 codes, i.e. 100 events in all. In order to create an outbreak corresponding to a given ICD-9 code, all complaints with that ICD-9 code were removed from the background and foreground documents, thus simulating the occurrence of a novel, previously unseen outbreak in the data. We then used the Bayesian Aerosol Release Detector (BARD), a publicly available outbreak simulator [30] , to inject a disease outbreak into the foreground documents. The BARD simulator is a highly realistic model TOT   OLDA   LLDA   SS   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   1  4  7  10  13 16 19 22 Days to Detect Days to Detect of the spatio-temporal distribution of Emergency Department cases resulting from a bioterrorist attack (airborne release of weaponized anthrax spores), integrating a dispersion model which takes wind speed and direction into account with a detailed, population-based patient model to predict who will be affected and when they will visit a hospital Emergency Department. The text complaints injected as part of the outbreak were uniformly sampled from the held-out complaints for the given ICD-9 code, thus modeling a novel outbreak which affects the population similarly to anthrax but may have very different symptoms. Minimal preprocessing was done to the chief complaint data field: all words were converted to lowercase, punctuation was removed, and tokens with slashes, ampersands, and similar punctuation were separated into two words. In many applications, text normalization methods such as stop word lists and stemming are used to preprocess data, but we did not do this as these methods could negatively impact detection power by removing the signals of interest in this domain. No methods were provided access to the ICD-9 field, which was used for evaluation purposes only.
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ED Results
First, we compare the runtimes of the various detection algorithms. Figure (2.a) shows average runtimes of the various methods per injected outbreak, i.e., runtime for a single detection run through the entire dataset. The average runtime for SS is 270.8 seconds, much faster than ToT and OLDA (11595 and 3786 seconds respectively) and slightly faster than Labeled LDA (280.8 seconds).
Second, we evaluate timeliness of detection of the various methods. To evaluate the performance of SS compared to other methods for detecting disease outbreaks, we plot the average number of days taken to detect an outbreak and the fraction of outbreaks detected as a function of the allowable false positive rate in figures (2.b) and (2.c) respectively. For a fixed false positive rate of 1/month, a level typically considered acceptable by public health practitioners, it takes 4.97 days on average for SS to detect an outbreak, versus 6.05, 6.44, and 6.34 for ToT, OLDA, and Labeled LDA respectively. For the same fixed false positive rate, the percentage of outbreaks correctly detected was 92% compared to 81%, 77%, 77% for ToT, OLDA, and Labeled LDA respectively.
Third, we evaluate the ability of Semantic Scan to precisely characterize novel outbreaks. This was measured by computing the average Hellinger distance (HD) between the true distribution of injected cases and the point estimate of the distribution over words φ k for the detected topic, as a function of the number of days since the start of the outbreak. From figure (3.a) , we see that SS has the lowest HD of all methods. Therefore, we conclude that the distribution φ k of the detected topic was closest to the true outbreak distribution for SS, implying that this approach is better at fitting a topic to novel emerging trends.
Fourth, we compare the accuracy of the identified spatial outbreak regions, measuring the Jaccard overlap between the set of detected locations and the set of true affected locations, which we call Spatial Overlap (SO). As shown in figure (3.b) , we observe that SS outperforms other methods as the outbreak days progress.
Finally, we compare the accuracy of the online document assignment step by measuring the Jaccard overlap between the set of documents detected to contain the emerging topic the set of documents which were truly generated from a mixture containing the emerging topic, which we call Document Overlap (DO). From figure (3.c), we observe that SS has the best document overlap, comparable only to ToT which has a much higher runtime.
In figure (4.a) , we show an example of the topics learned on the ED dataset. The 25 background topics were learned from 2003 data, while the 25 foreground topics were learned from a simulated outbreak of ICD-9 code 623 corresponding to sexually transmitted diseases (STDs). The figure shows the top words based on the maximum probability of their occurrence in the learned topics. Words above the horizontal blue line in the figure such as pain, throat, injury, etc. correspond to significant words in the background topics, while those below the line such as vaginal, irritation, infection, etc. have significant presence in the foreground topics. Some of the foreground topics describe the disease outbreak very strongly. Words dominant in the foreground topics such as vaginal, bleeding, discharge, infection, etc. accurately characterize the ICD9 code 623. While these words were also present in the background documents, their strong co-occurrence in the foreground documents allowed us to detect and characterize the disease outbreak.
Overall, we can see that for novel emerging outbreaks, SS achieves much more timely and accurate detection than the competing approaches.
Yelp Dataset
Our second dataset is the Yelp reviews dataset that was publicly released by Yelp for academic research purposes 1 . We limited ourselves to businesses and reviews from Las Vegas only. Each review was considered as a document. Its location was associated to the zipcode of the business it belonged to. Reviews before Jan 1, 2014 were considered as background documents, and reviews after this date formed the set of foreground documents.
In order to create realistic events depicting emerging business trends, we use the categories that Yelp businesses are associated with. In particular, we choose 70 categories of 1 Available at http://www.yelp.com/dataset challenge restaurants such as Greek, Bangladeshi, Croatian, Thai, Burmese, etc. For creating a simulated emerging business event to test SS and competing methods, we pick a particular category of restaurants and remove all reviews corresponding to this category of restaurants from the background and foreground documents. We then introduce an event corresponding to surge in a particular type of restaurants in a city neighborhood by introducing the heldout reviews for that restaurant type into the foreground corpus. Each introduced event was assumed to last thirty days, with an expected 20 * d reviews injected into the data on the d th day of the simulated event, and affected a circular region consisting of 30 zipcodes whose center was randomly sampled from the set of zipcodes in Las Vegas.
The preprocessing steps to clean the business reviews were identical to those applied to the ED dataset -nonalphanumeric characters were replaced with spaces, and all letters were converted to lower case. One major difference of this dataset from the ED dataset previously analyzed was the length of documents. The reviews for Yelp businesses are much longer than ED chief complaints, which is reflected in differences in the results, particularly in the days taken to detect an event.
Yelp Results
The metrics on which we compare the various methods to Semantic Scan are identical to those used in analysis of the ED dataset.
First, we compare the runtimes of the various detection algorithms. Figure (2.d) shows average runtimes of the various methods per injected event. The average runtime for SS is 1649 seconds, much faster as compared to 43281, 11172, and 2320 seconds for ToT, OLDA, and Labeled LDA respectively.
Second, we evaluate timeliness of event detection of the various methods. To evaluate the performance of SS com- pared to other methods for detecting emerging business trends, we plot the average number of days taken to detect an event and the fraction of events detected as a function of the allowable false positive rate in figures (2.e) and (2.f) respectively. For a fixed false positive rate of 1/month, it takes 2.44 days for SS to detect an event, versus 5.71, 3.29, and 4.11 for ToT, OLDA, and Labeled LDA respectively. For the same fixed false positive rate, the percentage of outbreaks correctly detected was 97% compared to 85%, 80%, 85% for ToT, OLDA, and Labeled LDA respectively. Third, we evaluate the ability of Semantic Scan to precisely characterize novel outbreaks. This was measured via the average Hellinger distance (HD) between the true distribution of injected cases and the point estimate for the detected topic as described before. From figure (3.d) , we see that SS has the lowest HD of all methods, and conclude that the topic detected by SS best characterized the emerging business event that was hidden in the data.
Fourth, we compare the accuracy of the identified spatial outbreak regions, measuring the Spatial Overlap between the set of detected locations and the set of true affected locations. As shown in figure (3.e), we observe that SS outperforms other methods especially in the early stages of the emerging event.
Finally, we compare the accuracy of the online document assignment step by measuring the Document Overlap between the set of documents detected to contain the emerging topic and the true set of injected documents. From figure (3.f), we observe that SS has the best document overlap.
In figure (4.b) , we show an example of the background and foreground topics learned on the Yelp dataset. The event in this case corresponded to a simulated increase in the number of Mexican restaurants in a Las Vegas neighborhood. Compared to ED complaints, Yelp reviews are much longer. While ED complaints tend to describe the en-tire case in typically less than 5 words, Yelp reviews span multiple sentences. As a result, the background topics tend to be more diffuse than the ED background topics. However, the foreground topics are similar to the ED foreground topics in that they tend to concentrate on fewer specific words. In this case, words such as tacos, asada, salsa, chips, etc. characterize the emerging surge of Mexican restaurants through their cooccurrence in the Yelp reviews. Similar to ED dataset, we observe a biclustering of words across the background and foreground topics as seen in figure (4.b).
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented Semantic Scan (SS), a novel framework for detecting anomalous patterns in spatiotemporal free text data. Through a comprehensive evaluation comparing SS with three state-of-the-art methods on two real-world tasks, we demonstrated that SS improves both detection and characterization of novel emerging events. We demonstrated how free text data can be incorporated into spatial event detection by integrating a novel contrastive topic model with robust online document assignment and spatial scanning, resulting in significant improvements in detection power and the characterization of the emerging event. In fact, as compared to many deployed systems, the improvement in timeliness of detection may be even greater in practice, given that free-text data is often available far earlier than the corresponding structured data (e.g., disease codes in the ED dataset, or business categories in the Yelp dataset).
Thus, SS is able to effectively detect and precisely characterize emerging events. SS discovers previously unseen anomalous textual patterns without any manual intervention, allowing users of the algorithm to formulate earlier and more targeted responses than current methods. Unstructured text information is far more pervasive than structured
